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About
iMindQ
iMindQ® is a mind
mapping solution
which enables
visualization of

Introduction
Bearing in mind that transparency is one of the core
values behind iMindQ, this document contains all of the
features of the official releases of theapplication.

ideas, inspires
creativity,stimulates

With the help of this document, users will be ableto

thinking and

browse through the development history of their favorite

brainstorming,

mind mapping software.

provokes
innovation, project
planning,
conceptualization
and modeling of
processes.
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iMindQ® v9.0 new feature
Release date 10.05.2019
New Features

Description

New GUI

iMindQ® 9.0

introduces a new GUI.

The

redesign of the GUI aims to streamline the mind
mapping experience of the users.

iMindQ® v8.2 new features
Release date 27.03.2018
New Features

Description

Apply Default Font Style to maps

With the Default Style section, users can

and notes.

customize the default working space by
selecting one of the available styles. In the
Graphical User Interface Tab in the Options
Dialog, a Default Font Selection is added from
which the users can set the Font and Font Size
and apply it to Maps; Notes; Maps and Notes
simultaneously.

Improvements

Description

Task Display Options

The dependency Relationship has been added

improvements.

as an option to be selected when displaying the
task information.

Add Outline Number Column to

When using the Project Branch function, a work

the Gantt Chart View.

break down structure is displayed through a
number outline.This provides an outline of all
tasks and its subtask through a numbering
format.

Enriched Map Templates

Users can start their mind mapping experience
with all new and redesigned map templates.

iMindQ® v8.0 new features
Release date 04.04.2016
New Features

Description

Import from MS® PowerPoint

Import your PowerPoint presentations into iMindQ®

(Windows version)

and transform your PowerPoint presentation
slides into logically dispersed subtopics of a mind
map. There are several options to import the content
of MS® PowerPoint presentations, which enables
users to select the level of detail to be imported and
generated as a mind map.

iCalendar and Reminder app

Plan and set reminders for daily activities and tasks with

synchronization

the synchronization options across your Mac and iOS

(Mac version)

devices. You can organize your daily activities and stay
on track with planned actions by synching iCalendar and
Reminder tasks, to-do lists, planned meetings and
events.

Element Grouping

Visualize groups of elements with similar or
distinctive

attributes

by

inserting

boundaries per topic and

visually

multiple
present

intersections or common elements, or separate a
subset of elements that is part of a bigger set of
objects.
Export to Open Document Text

Organize the outline structure and content of your

(ODT) file

new document, by exporting the contents of mind
maps in .odt file format, a format that can be opened
by most text editors on the market.

On-screen Tutorials

Users that are new to iMindQ® can benefit from the
new on-screen tutorials and promptly learn how to
create and edit mind maps through a step by
step guide.

Improvements

Description

Collaboration with interactive

Share and work on your ideas with your team, by

HTML mind maps

exporting your mind maps in interactive HTML
format. Once you share you map with your
teammates, they can open it on any device and
start adding their ideas to it. The map can be
navigated, expanded or collapsed to the desired
level of details, obsolete elements can be removed
and new fresh ideas or feedback can be noted in the
shared document. The changes to the map can be saved
as new HTML map and sent as feedback to the creator
of the map.

Task info filtering

You can filter topics by different topic elements
(notes, attachments, and hyperlinks), specific task
information, images or icons used in the mind map,
as well as search for topics with custom topic style
applied in the map.

iMindQ® has several predefined task info filters
that will save you time searching for the tasks
with specific task information.
Emphasize major idea

Highlight or describe different characteristics of

characteristics

specific ideas, concepts or objects, by defining major
characteristics, and assigning appropriate values
to each. You can even create your own custom
properties and define name, type of data and add
values.

Brainstorming template

iMindQ®’s library is enriched

with

a

new

brainstorming template, that users can utilize
when generating new ideas or solving problems.
It is unlimited in terms of adding new ideas and
iMindQ® users can even group and associate
correlating ones.
Task information options

New look of the task information preview and
available managing option of task information
visibility, by choice of the user.

iMindQ® v7.0 new features
Release date 20.07.2015
New Features

Description

Research Panel

With the new Research Panel users can insert
important

information,

definitions,

quotes,

tweets, links and images within the map space by
simple drag & drop from the results shown in the
research panel. The Search results are generated
from the following services of choice: Google
Search, Google Images, OpenClipart and Twitter.
Import and export to OPML

Now iMindQ® users can import and export
content from their mind maps to OPML (Outline
Processor Markup Language) file format. This
file format enables users to import outline content
to their mind maps from other mind mapping or
productivity applications that support it.

Multiple mind maps

Users can now create multiple mind maps in a
single workspace, based on multi-directional
floating topics. This feature can benefit the team
brainstorming sessions where all ideas can be easily
compared, analyzed and chosen to be focused on.

Improvements

Description

Export to interactive HTML mind

Users can export their mind maps in interactive

map

HTML format that can be uploaded on any
website, blog or document management system.
The interactive HTML mind map can be shared on
social media or via e-mail and can be opened,
navigated

through,

zoomed

in/out

presented as animated story in any browser.

and

Notes improvements

The improvement in the notes feature includes
the possibilities to insert images, tables and
hyperlinks within the mind map notes. Users
can insert and resize images, insert and format
tables and add links to external webpages,
topic, mail and file or folder in the mind map
notes.

Presentation mode

The presentation mode now lets users to preview

improvement

the notes they add to each topic or subtopic
within the presentation of the mind map.

New mind map part added

The library has been enriched with new mind map

to library

parts that can aid users for a more prompt
creation of mind maps for business, personal or
general use. The new map parts that are added
also inherit the mind map style and design that
the user sets.

Spreadsheet improvements

This feature enables users to use basic
calculation operations of the data entered in
tables within a mind map topic or subtopic.

Outline view improvements

Additional improvements within the Outline
view of a mind map include repositioning and
re-parenting of the topics
within a mind map outline.

iMindQ® v6.2 new features
Release date 19.03.2015
New Features

Description

SharePoint Online integration

Users can now save mind maps in the cloud with
SharePoint Online. This feature also enables you
to manage more than one SharePoint Online
Account in the application and work or use with
the one you need interchangeably.

Improvements

Description

Improvements in the Project

With the latest improvements in the project

Management module

planning options of iMindQ®, users can now
manage the visibility of different Task
information within the Map space and also
visually differentiate task bars in the Gantt
chart with specific colors, collating to the mind
map topic.

Enriched mind map part

New mind map parts are added to the library, for

library

assisting in

faster

mind

map

creation,

correlating to the user needs for business,
personal or general themed map parts.

Improvements in the

The improvement in the presentation mode

Presentation mode

enables users that present their ideas or plans
with mind maps to be able to also present
information

from

external

links

or

attachments without the need to exit the
application.

iMindQ® v6.1 new features
Release date 24.12.2014
New Features

Description

Split text in topic as subtopics

With this new feature users can now split a
topic into multiple topics or multiple subtopics
by using spaces as a delimiter. Also you can split
the topic at a particular location by using the text
to the right of the cursor as text for the new
topic(s).

Improvements

Description

Improvements in the

In the new version of iMindQ® you can enrich

Presentation mode

your map presentations with three new
template scenes: expand branch sequentially,
highlight presented sequence, and expand
branches parallel. Also, you can easily navigate
through the scenes of your presentation, by
using the arrow keys of your keyboard.

Improvements in the Project

The improvement in the Project management

Management module

module is the possibility to display the
dependency type in your Gantt Chart table.

Improved export in MS®

You can export the Spreadsheet in a certain

Word

topic to a Microsoft® Word document.

iMindQ® v6.0 new features
Release date 09.10.2014
New Features

Description

Presentation Mode

The innovative presentation mode lets you create a
one-click presentation of your mind map, by
incorporating a clockwise flow of the topics with
interesting animation effects. With this smart
presentation mode you can also create your
custom presentations of your concept maps,
flowcharts and other types of diagrams, by using
various animations and choosing the scenes to
set the presentation’s flow.

New scheduling mode

You can now manage and set working hours
according to your project’s needs, by using the 3
new calendar options: Standard, Night shift, 24
hours.

Improvements

Description

Redesigned File menu

The

new

iMindQ®

includes

additional

improvements related to the user experience by
implementing a new elegant look of the file
menu.
Enriched map library

Other improvements connected to the mind
maps’ look and feel include:
•

Enriched libraries with new 3D icon sets;

•

New Map parts included;



New Map templates.

iMindQ® v5.0 new features
Release date 23.02.2014
New Features

Description

White Board mode

Using the white board mode now you can create
much more than mind maps. This feature
enables you to post independent topics, leave
them as useful post-its or connect them in a
logical and non-linear manner, resulting in the
creation of maps according to your needs, such
as concept maps, flowcharts and diagrams.
iMindQ® offers a one stop solution where you
can map out your ideas, business processes,
tasks and organize activities, supported by
several formats.

Organic mind map

One of the new mind map styles is the possibility
to create an organic mind map, with inspiring
color schemes and templates to boost your
creativity and motivate yourexpression of
innovative ideas.

Freestyle and auto ordering

With the freestyle mode you can modify the
ordering of elements and topics. Additionally you
can choose automatic ordering and spacing
between elements, and use the magnetic auto
alignment which offer an equal dispersion of
elements when you reposition either one of
them.

New formatting options

In addition to the new mapping options and
modes, we have enhanced the formatting
options and enriched our library with useful
styles and formats, including:
•

Putting labels to relationships

•

Changing background image size and

adding image shadow
•

Drawing boundary on multiple floating

topics

• Drag and drop of images, icons, shapes to topic or
in empty map space.
• Gradient Branch Style (coloring the topics in
the branch with one color gradually)
•Spectral Ties style (colored ties – each tie with
new color)
Improvements

Description

Additional formatting

The

new

iMindQ®

offers

additional

improvements
improvements

connected to the mind maps look and feel which
include:


Enriched libraries



New Map parts included



New Map templates



Background Image Improvements



New Dynamic Formatting ribbons for Topic,
Relationship and Boundary

MS® Outlook improvements

The new MS® Outlook improvements include:
Import Tasks Improvements, Export Task
Improvements, Synchronization of Tasks and
Appointments.

DropMind® v4.2 new features
Release date 27.05.2013
New Features

Description

GUI improvement - Windows

Following the trends imposed by Windows 8

8 recommendations

appearance, our team of developers brings to
our

users

consistent

great
with

graphic
the

latest

improvements
Windows

8

recommendations. With this graphic user
interface improvement, our mind mapping tool
looks more professional and user-friendly and can
significantly speed up the user’s workflow.

Add Constraints to your

Impose restrictions on the way that the task’s start

Tasks or import them from

and finish dates are calculated by set constrains

Microsoft Project®

on your project tasks or import them from
Microsoft® Project. By using this features you
can set your task to start as early/ as late as
possible or to start/finish on a specific date by
using one of the following constraints: Finish No
Earlier Than, Finish No Later Than, Must Finish On,
Must Start On, Start No Earlier Than, Start No
Later Than. When you set constrains they will be
calculated based on the durations and task
dependences you enter.

DropMind® v4.1 new features
Release date 22.11.2012
New Features

Description

Free Desktop Version

The free mind mapping version provides you

(Windows and Mac)

with intuitive and organic mind mapping
features including advanced formatting, all
map views available including WBS charts and
spreadsheets. By downloading the desktop
version, all features from our paid mind
mapping solution will be available in period
of 15 days.

Map Styles

Map style feature allows you to change the
outlook of your map by selecting one from the
available styles. After applying the appropriate
style, you can make customizations of some
topic, by changing the shape, color, font, etc.

Style Editor

Apply

different

visual

styles

from

the

DropMind® library into the map. In addition,
with the available features from the Style's
drop-down list you can create your own topic’s
style library and manage it or Insert one of the
available patterns from the DropMind’s library
into the map and change map’s
background color.

DropMind® v4.0 new features
Release date 20.09.2012
New Features

Description

SharePoint integration

This functionality provides you the possibility
to increase company collaboration through
uploading, viewing and editing mind maps
hosted on Microsoft® SharePoint Server
directly from the application.

Facebook integration

With the new version you can easily share your
mind maps

images on Facebook, very easy, in no more
than 2 steps.
Tree layout

The tree layout will let you build your map as
a top-down tree. It gives you a great option for
building a big map with many branches and
topics as it is the most space-efficient layout.
It’s ideally suited for building and presenting
organization charts, the overall structure of your
project, and hierarchy levels.

Add icon and markers

You are now able to insert your own icons and
markers to topics from your computer.

Edit line width

You are now able to change the tie and border
width of the topics separately.

Shrink sub-tree distance

With the shrinking feature, you can decrease
the distance between your neighboring topic
branches and save lot of space on your mind
map.

DropMind® v3.5 new features
Release date 12.08.2012
New Features

Description

WBS chart

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is the
essential feature of every project that helps
you present data, products or ideas in
organized structure decomposing your project
into smaller components.

Session manager

This feature helps you organize your work with
multiple maps at the same time. Provides
possibility to open, edit or clone maps and
gives users complete control of their
mapping workspace.
Now you can export your project schedule as

Exporting Gantt chart as

image, print it or transfer your Gantt chart as

image

image in other project documents.

DropMind® v3.3 new features
Release date 19.02.2012
New Features

Description

Web Browser

With the new built-in browser, information is
available and simply organized in to logic
sequence. Evaluate or compare information,
drag and drop hyperlinks, images or content
and save your valuable results in a mind
map.

Automatically build map

Build your map as you search for content on
the Web. With every click to a new site, this
feature automatically creates subtopics and
allows you to copy text, drag and drop images
and links to your map.

Import .xml file format

Another import option is available in
DropMind v3.3.Visually represent your project
data by importing .xml file, created according
Microsoft Project .xml schema, and give
better

preview

organization.

of

tasks

and

project

DropMind® v3.0 new features
Release date 13.06.2011
New Features

Description

Gantt Chart

With Gantt Chart view, see the whole picture in
one chart for faster and better creation of
projects. Gantt Chart view enables a more
organized view of ideas, suggestions and project
goals. It gives tabular and graphical presentation
of the tasks in the project plan. Start planning
your project by brainstorming on project details
and see how independent elements come
together. This feature is great for visual
project management.

Improvements

Description

Task Info

This feature allows you to create tasks from the
topics. Using the Task Info panel, you can define
and edit the start and finish date of the task,
update task’s progress through
% complete and prioritize the task using the
Priority field. Using DropMind® to manage
tasks helps you see the big
picture of all your tasks.

DropMind® v2.5 new features
Release date 10.03.2011
New Features
Exporting

topics

appointment

Description
as

an

This feature allows you to create an
appointment in Microsoft

Outlook fromthe

topic in the map. After the appointment is
created, its parameters are attached to the
map’s topic. Synchronization is implemented
i.e. if some parameter is changed in the
appointment, it will be

synchronized with the map’s parameter.
Implement of Header and

This feature allows you to insert header and

Footer tab in Page Setup

footer for the printout of the map. Inside the

window

header and footer, you can insert current date
and time, company’s logo, map’s name and etc.,
in order to implement the company’s policies
for the printout documents.

Work with Relative

This feature allows you to work with the relative

Hyperlinks

hyperlink,I.e. hyperlink that contains an
address that is relative to the address of the
destination

file.

The

address

of

the

destination file is also known as the hyperlink
base.

Improvements

Description

GUI Improvement

This

improvement

is

related

with

the

Application menu, where all features are grouped
according their functionality and the ribbons
where the groups are relocated according their
function. In both cases Microsoft policies for the
Application menu and Ribbon are consulted.
Task Management

This improvement is related with the Task
Management in DropMind

, i.e. converthe map

topics into tasks, implement and work with the
project management rules with the newly
created tasks in the map.
Docking windows

This improvement is related with the tabs and
windows located on the right side of the
DropMind working windows and it allows to
dock/undock the tabs and move them
around the working space.

Support DDMX file format

This improvement is related with the work with the
files in the .dmmx files format (which is native
file format for iDropMind i.e. usercan edit them in
the desktop version.

DropMind® v2.4 new features
Release date 29.11.2010
New Features

Description

MS

Now it will be easier to keep projects on track with

Office 2003/2010

support

MS® Office and MS® Project. Beside the actual
support for MS® Office 2007 and MS® Project
2007,DropMind now supports MS® Office and
MS® Project 2003 and 2010.

Map from Topic

Experience the possibility of easily creating a mind
map from a topic. Select one topic and with only
one click create a new map from that topic and
all his branches.

Insert parent topic

Expand you map easily. With the new release you
can select multiple topics and insert a new one
which will be parent to all of the selected topics.

Custom boundary

Add a single boundary to multiple topics from the
same level with only one click. Choose the desired
formatting options for the boundary even
before inserting it.

Filter Options

See the information you need right away.
Filtering in the map is extended with new filter
options: by type of icon, priority, percentage
complete, start date, etc.

Insert Hyperlink

Now you can copy hyperlink, select topic and
paste the hyperlink location. You can also insert
hyperlink with drag

and drop from topic to topic and add
hyperlinks to Https and Ftp locations.
Drag and Drop Options

Work on your map as smooth as possible. Add
attachment, icons, reorganize images into
folders with drag and drop.

Upload Multiple Files

Now, you can upload more than one file at once.
Select all the files you want to be added to the
selected topics and you can attach them with
only one action.

Improved Copy/Paste

Now you can copy images paste it to topics

Options

without the need to uploading them. The images
will be added to “My imported Maps” Library for
further usage. Moreover, you can copy, text from
any source and paste it with applied formatting
options to the selected topic, no matter if the
text is neither in bullets, numbering, or simple
paragraph.

Interoperability

Get a whole picture of your work by exporting

improvements

all visual parts of your map directly to Word
document.

DropMind® v2.3 new features
Release date 27.08.2010
New Features

Description

Touch devices gesture actions

Create and navigate your maps easier with
the

simple

multi-touch gestures. Beside

standard touch actions you can use advanced
actions for touch devices: Select topic, Deselect,

Move

background,

Switch

topic,

Single/double mouse click, Edit topic text,
Create floating topic, Select topic to drag,
Multiple selection, Scroll, Zoom In/Zoom Out,
Context menu.
Import/Export

MS®

extended functionality

Excel

Now you can use the new option form import
selected cells content from MS® Excel. The
selected cells will be imported as DropMind®
topics and subtopics. Moreover, you can export
map structure and topic values from

selected topic to MS® Excel.
Extended Notes editor

Extended Notes editor allows you to format the
notes text, as well as to add hyperlinks, go to the
next topic and edit topic name from Note
panel. The following elements are available for
editing notes: Font format: Bold, Italic,
Underline, Cross over; Align: Center, Left , Right;
Bullets: three Bullet types; Indent/Outdent text;
Undo/Redo within notes editor; Add Hyperlink;
Go to Next/Previous topic
note; Change topic name from Notes.

Custom boundary

Extended functionality of boundary topic
element allows you to group several related
topics with creating a boundary on custom
multiply selection of sibling topics and
their subtrees.

Gradient on topics

Now the mind map topics are presented with
modern shaded design. The new graphical
control on topic properties is topics gradients.

Insert topic bellow selected

The order of inserting sibling topics is improved

topic

by allowing you to insert sibling topics next to
selected topic.

Advanced Filter

Extended Filter functionality allows you to filter
the map content using the following criteria: Task
Info, Topic Style, Icons and Images, Other
filtering options.

Multiple hyperlinks per topic

Now you are able to add unlimited number of
Hyperlinks per topic, from one or more types.
Hyperlink will be presented as graphical
element of the topic, with appropriate icon for
each hyperlink`s type.

Extended set of icon and

Icon and image libraries are enlarged to make

image libraries

your visual even more appealing. Now you can
choose from several groups of images: Business,
Academic, Technology, Science.

Improvements

Description

Spreadsheet resize

The Spreadsheet are further improved with
adding the resize control.

Synchronized map relocation

The Synchronization functionality is improved
by allowing you to synchronize your maps from
any folder, move map to synch folder and make
shortcut to the old location.

Custom Properties and

Custom Properties and

Spreadsheet improvement

improved

with

Spreadsheets

extended

are

functionalities:

controls just in edit mode, print preview, header
names, add/remove row/Colum.

DropMind® v2.2 new features
Release date 14.06.2010
New Features

Description

MS® Excel Import/Export

Share your plans, outcomes and ideas with your
team. Now you can export your Mind Map as a
Microsoft® Excel spreadsheet and import a
spreadsheet as a Mind Map.

Spreadsheet

Make you work more understandable for you
and others. Insert spreadsheet with desired size
and layout directly in the selected topic.

Custom Property

With Custom Property you can add different
attributes to topic element, with custom name,
and choose between several types: Boolean,
Number, Text, Date, Time, Date and Time. You
can use them as well as a platform to precisely
export and Import data with applications like
MS® Excel.

Improvements

Description

Improved Export to MS®

Besides exporting as text, now you can export

PowerPoint

generated slides in PPT presentation slides as
pictures.

Task Management

Improved flow and functionality of the task

improvement

management feature.

Import MS® Word

Now it is possible to import MS® Word

Improvement

objects into mind map.

Import MM6, MM7 and

Extended importing features to versions

MM8

MM6, MM7 and MM8. All import/export
functionalities are updated with all

new

features.

DropMind® v2.0 new features
New Features

Description

Seamless integration

Share your plans, outcomes and ideas with your
team. Now you can export your Mind Map as a
Microsoft® Excel spreadsheet and import a
spreadsheet as a Mind Map.

Task Management

Make you work more understandable for you and
others. Insert spreadsheet with desired size and
layout directly in the selected topic.

MS® Project integration

With Custom Property you can add different
attributes to topic element, with custom name,
and choose between several types: Boolean,
Number, Text, Date, Time, Date and Time. You can
use them as well as a platform to precisely
export and Import data with applications like
MS® Excel.

MS® Outlook integration

With MS® Outlook integration feature you are
able

to

exchange

information between

and synchronize task
MS® Outlook and

DropMind® without losing any important data
or notification.

MS® Word export

Now you can export your created mind maps in
MS® Word with advanced layouts. The exported
map in a MS® Word document gives complete
overview of the inserted topics and all other
visual elements created in DropMind®.

MS® PowerPoint export

Now you can create and export MS®
PowerPoint

presentations

with

advanced

features and predefined slide layouts.
Four directions mind map

Gain unique experience with one-of-a-kind

layout

map layouts. Experiment with your map space
and have fun while topics are automatically
arranged left, right, above or below the
central topic.

New subtree layouts

Beside existing "Map layout", now you can show
complete mind map or map subtree in new
layouts:

"Right

layout",

"Left

layout",

"Organization Up layout", "Organization Down
layout".
Drawing of ties

Beside existing "Curve ties", now you can use
new types of ties: Elbow tie, Angle tie, Straight
tie.

Auto Save and Auto

Your current work on a mind map is Auto saved

Recover

on defined period, which latter can be
recovered automatically.

Full screen

Now you can view your mind map in an
extended working area to maximum on your
screen. You can execute all mind mapping
functions in this view and have direct access
through the tabbed menu.

Export to Mindjet MM 6

Now you can view your mind map in an
extended working area to maximum on your
screen. You can execute all mind mapping
functions in this view and have direct access
through the tabbed menu.

Link to topic in a same map

Add a hyperlink to a topic that will associate it
with another topic in the same map. When you
click on the hyperlink icon in topic, the "linked"
topic becomes selected and viewed.

Navigator

Navigator shows the whole available space where
you can move the map. The map is shown
proportionally to the whole available space. You
can move the around your mind map with drag
and drop in the navigator.

Switch Subtopics

You can change the order of the topics and
subtopics. With drag and drop, subtopics can be
re-ordered on desired location between theirs
sibling topics. By clicking on the drag and drop
space, every subtopic in the map can be moved
from current location to another.

Map Security

Your mind maps are further protected from
unauthorized use with encryption of map. For
this purpose file is protected with password.

AutoScroll

You can drag and pull topic out of the actual
view. DropMind® will automatically scroll the
actual view to desired location.

Topic size

Topic size with large amount of text can be
changes as desired.

Font size

This text format changes text size to desired
point size.

Clear formatting

This action clears all formats to selected text
or topic.

Improvements

Description

Languages

Besides the existing languages: English, German,
French, Japanese and Spanish, now Portuguese
users can work and brainstorm in their own
language with all of the new and powerful
features.

Scroll up and down by using

You can scroll horizontally and vertically on the

keyboard

mind map view using Ctrl + arrows.

Start Alerts service on start

Get your alerts on the start of your PC without
the need to start the application. Stay up-todate and organized.

Presentation
improvement

mode

Work with a higher slide and schedule the
generation of slides upon your needs. Arrange
the presentation as you desire.

GUI design

Work with the new, attractive and smooth
menu design. Have a variety of new and
improved icons to enrich your mind map
visually.

DropMind® v1.1 new features
New Features

Description

Task properties

Enter task information to the appropriate topic
and determine task priorities. Moreover, you can
mark the Start Date and the End Date of the
selected task, add Duration, % Complete, as well
as assign Resources responsible for
working on and finishing this task.

Filtering

Filtering is a way to view only a subset of the
topics on a map. This eliminates the need to
delete topics that are not currently of interest,
but remain valid map content. To filter some
topics select a set of topics and then press on
show or hide button, or filter topics based on
their

properties:

icon

markers,

notes,

hyperlinks, attachments, key topics or
alerts.
Map parts

Save part of a map you’ve created as a Map Part
for easy re- use. The map part is saved in ‘Library’
and you can easily apply this actual part to other
place in the map, or totally
different map.

Alerts

Use alerts to set a reminder to open and work
with a specific map at an assigned date and time.

You can set an alert for any map topic.
Export to XML

Open format for importing in other mind
mapper. Write all included elements in .dmm
mind map format.

Export to Freemind

Exports current DropMind map

in

the

Freemind format.
Numbering

Numbers will be added before the topic text.
Topics will be numbered from the selected
topic. You can choose the numbering scheme
from a predefined set of options and depth to
which the numbering will be applied.

Topic styles

Create a new style from the selected topic and
add them in the topic styles ‘library’. Afterwards
you will be able to choose from different topic
style and apply them on topics.

Summary

Language support

API

Positioning of the topics

Speed improving

Multiplatform support

These include the topic font, shape and
color, alignment, size and margins, and
subtopics layout.
Summary is a type of Boundary that allows
you to put callout on the group of
topics/subtopics.
DropMind® speaks your language now! All
Japanese, French or Spanish users can work
and brainstorm in their own language with all
of the new and powerful features.
DropMind® API is a programming interface
which should provide the following
functionalities to other developers:
Developing of add-in libraries;
Creation of DropMind map documents
without starting of DropMind® application.
This functionality will allow creation of map
documents using object model. With this third
party application will be able to create
document without knowing the exact
format of the file.
The following DropMind® classes/resources
should be accessible via API: Icon, Image, Shape,
Style libraries and their items; Creation,
opening, saving of the document.
With the newest layout implemented, you
can avoid the space explosion problem. The
needless gaps between topics when you add
subtopics are gone now. Keep your topics as
compact as possible. As you add subtopics,
the space between the main topics is kept to
minimum, so you can utilize the whole map
space and avoid the lame gaps.
Speed improving when creating and editing
map. Optimization of application for large
maps and large number of Main topics.
Multiplatform support: Windows XPW
, indows
Vista, Windows 7M
; ac OS, Linux Ubuntu.

Improvements

Description

Integration improve

Better integration and synchronization with
DropMind® web application.
Adjusting platform dependent features on
Mac OSX and

Platform dependent features

Linux Ubuntu.
Import/export
Insert Floating
Windows 7

Embedding of all new functionalities in
import and export features.
Improvement in usability during editing and
inserting Floating topics.
Test and compliance with Windows 7.
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